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Indslev Svane Hvede
Denmark

Type: Beer, / Micro/Craft, Wheat BeerWheat Beer
Producer: Indslev Bryggeri

Product:

Refreshing, fruity and full of inviting notes of lemon, cloves and a touch of
banana. Svane Hvede is an interpretation of the classic Bavarian Weissbier
tradition. Recommended as thirsty close to everyday and special occasions.
With the gentle and good taste, this is a beer that can be enjoyed year round.
Serves in refrigerator-cold wheatbeer glasses. Give time and enjoy the fine
foam layer, while the beer congregate.

Producer:

In 2006 reopened Indslev Brewery thanks to the young brewery owner, Anders
Busse Rasmussen, and the smell of malt and hops are again back in Indslev
after a thorough modernization and renovation.
It was Donald's great-grandfather's brother, Frederik Christian Rasmussen, who
built the brewery in 1897. Anders and Fredrik have both studied at rural high
school, and they both grew up on the same farm, located right next to the
brewery. Indslev Brewery is the only brewery in Denmark, which specializes in
brewing wheat beer. You immediately sense the special atmosphere when
visiting our old brewery. The rustic gulstensbygning is outwardly maintained,
we have just painted the old facade sign up. But internally, much of the 2,000
m2 premises modernized and rebuilt. We've got plenty of room for new storage
tanks and a 2,000-liter modern brewing plant. We have chosen genuine quality
brew plant from Kaspar Schulz of Bamberg in Bavaria. It is the world's oldest
manufacturer of brewery equipment with over 325 years of experience. The
company delivers complete brewing plant and equipment for microbreweries all
over the world - the best of the best.

Detailed Information

Characteristics
Color Matt, medium deep golden.
Aroma Appealing touch of light malt,

cloves and blossom.
Taste Fruity and fresh touch of clove

and citrus.

Analysis
Volume 50 cl
Alcohol 5,3 %

Best Beer for the Best Moments



Goes Well With

Bruk av alkohol kan gi ulike skadevirkninger. Mer informasjon; klikk her

Ingredients
IBU 15

Prod. Method Over fermented brewing
process. Unfiltered,
unpasteurized before bottling.

https://helsenorge.no/rus-og-avhengighet/alkohol/alkohol-og-helse

